
Minutes of the  meeting of the full governing body of Offwell C of E Primary School held on 14
th

 July 

2016 

 

 

 
 

Present: Mrs Billington( AB), Mr Pavey (DP), Mrs Holohan (SH), Mrs Hayes 

(CH), Mr Thomas (CT),Mr Tristram (JT – Chaired the meeting in the absence of 

PA), Mr P Veentjer (PV), Rev P Walker (PW), & Mrs Davey (JD) (clerk)  

 

PW began the meeting with a prayer 

Action 

By 

Time 

scale 

1  Apologies:  Dr P Ambler (PA) & Mr I Wallace (IW)   

1 1 
Governors were advised that PA is improving and is hoping that he will 

resume his GB duties in September. 
  

2  

Pecuniary Interest:  Governors were invited to declare any relevant Pecuniary 

Interest at that point or if it became apparent that there was one later in the 

meeting.   

  

3  Minutes of previous meeting – 25
th

 May and matters arising – Part 1 & 2   

3 1 
The part 1 and part 2 minutes were approved and agreed as an accurate 

records. They were signed on each page with pages numbered. 
  

3 2 Marketing group - Not formed – deferred   

3 3 Accessibility strategy - discussed at Resources and approved   

4  Reports from Committees   

4 1 

Curriculum and Learning Committee 

The minutes of the meeting of 7
th

 July 2016 were not available so AB 

summarised the meeting in the absence of IW. The main focus is around data 

which was discussed later in the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4 2 

Resources Committee  

JT summarised Resources Meeting of 13
th

 July. 

2016/2017– The Financial Reporting Suite monitor was distributed in advance 

of the meeting showing a carryforward of approximately £40,000 which is not 

significantly different to that predicted when the budget was set. This 

statement was accepted and will be sent to the local authority. 

 

2017/2018, 2018/2019 – The 3 year budget had been distributed to governors 

in advance of the meeting.   

 

AB explained that the budget originally approved by governors had been 

submitted to the Local Authority. The LA had then requested it be resubmitted 

because there were CFR coding issues. At this point it seemed sensible to 

resubmit the budget approved at the last FGB reflecting increase in SEN money. 

This showed carryforward figures of positive £47573 into 2017/18, positive 

£16,236 into 2018/19 and negative £24378 going into 2019/20. The LA then 

wrote to AB and the Chair of Governors requesting that govs produce a FIPS 

recovery plan budget showing how the school can make all 3 years balance. 

Governors had already discussed different scenarios and therefore AB and JT 

were able to submit a scenario whereby this could be achieved without 

redundancy implications.  

After full discussion, it was agreed that this budget would be approved. Figures 

carryforward are all positive:  

£47571 into 17/18 

£26119 into 18/19 

And £3372 into 19/20 

 

 

These figures reflect staffing as agreed for September 2016 and then a further 

reduction in teaching of 0.6 from 1
st

 September 2017. Governors understand 

that we will not be forced into activating the plan and no particular post has 

been highlighted as decreasing.  

Governors noted that the school still has an in year deficit showing for all 3 

years which we must work towards addressing. The Resources Committee gave 

approval for the budgets as seen and these will now be submitted for 

ratification by the FGB with a recommendation that the FGB starts looking at 

the budget with a view to discuss staffing scenarios in the autumn term. 

The GB approved the budget as presented.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 3 

Premises - maintenance projects - everything in AB remit as under £2500  

Have capital funds available to maintain this building and improve the outside 

building including timber constructions.  

  

4 4 
CH advised governors that she keeps in touch with the local MP, Neil Parish, 

about fairer funding and will keep governors informed. 
  

4 5 

WASP appointment. 

AB updated governors on the WASP vacancy. Two applicants had originally 

applied for post of senior play worker. AB and SH interviewed one having 

discussed with JT and IW and offered post to that person and she has accepted.  

Other applicant has withdrawn her application after further consideration. 

Governors ratified the appointment of Marina Hodder. It was acknowledged 

that this means we have one playworker who will work with Mr Clapp in 

September. Governors agreed that we will advertise again in newsletter in 

September to see if someone else is available and interested as it would be 

good to get another person on board. 

  

AB expressed thanks to all the TAs who have run this club over the years very 

  



successfully.  

 

Governor question – DP – Does the applicant have the appropriate 

qualifications? 

AB confirmed that she will be working towards an appropriate NVQ but at 

present there isn’t one she can apply for. She is booked on to a paediatric first 

aid course and will complete an online Food Hygience course before she 

commences work.  

Governor question – DP – will this cause a problem as she is not yet fully 

qualified?  

AB confirmed that it would not as there is always a teacher present in school at 

the time when WASP is functioning. 

5  Headteacher’s  Report   

5 1 
The HT report had previously been distributed to governors and AB invited 

questions.  
  

5 2 

School Improvement Plan – 2015/16 

Governors were advised that the review of the this year’s priorities were 

discussed fully in Curriculum Committee. Abs Headteacher’s report is based as 

a final report of SIP set out as last year's SIP with priorities listed as such. 

Governor question - Have we achieved our SIP goals or not this year? 

AB confirmed that she has written views based on previous meetings, monitor 

visits, work scrutiny, etc. Governors must decide if they agree with the 

statements AB has made. 

 

Governor question - DP - Have we hit 'outstanding?’  

AB – We don't know because we haven't got all data but she feels there is 

evidence of outstanding in all areas. 

  

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

Governor question - Attendance - CH – There has been a lot of publicity about 

attendance and holidays. What does AB class as exceptional circumstances?  

AB advised governors that she had recently attended a working party in 

Babcock with approx 6 headteachers in attendance. They worked with person 

monitoring attendance across county and welfare officer and came up with 

guidelines. AB advised that it is about thinking about individual child and family 

circumstances - cannot apply one situation to more than one family. If it is in 

the best interests of that child to be absent from school then the absence will 

be granted even if it is a holiday.  

It was confirmed that attendance data is reported to governors on a regular 

basis. Authorised and unauthorised absences are shared including vulnerable 

groups, etc. Attendance target are set with agreement with the Educational 

Welfare Officer. 

  

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

Leadership and Management Priority 

AB advised that she has changed wording to be more appropriate as 

circumstances have changed. The original action plan indicated that we should 

be further down the line as far as joining a Multi Academy Trust. We have not 

met this as decisions changed and further discussions are planned as and when 

appropriate. Governors agreed that this priority had been met subject to 

amendments mentioned. Good links have been formed but these are not 

strategic as we are not in a MAT. Govs acknowledge need to get policy right 

rather than rush into it. 

We have created a plan but concern as currently going to 3 classes therefore 

retain as key priority for next year but with a different focus. 

 



5 5 

 

Governors suggested that the original SIP should include a statement to say 

whether the priority has been met. AB will include a statement from the 

governors minutes.   

 

Governor question – DP – In your opinion (AB) do you think the leadership side 

is outstanding? 

AP explained she feels she can't answer because we haven't seen data but 

there are significant outstanding practices across school but a school  can't be 

os unless all other areas are. AB said she feels EYFS is definitely outstanding. AB 

confirmed she challenges practice that she doesn't find outstanding and impact 

has always been rapid. Full feedback will come to pay committee which will 

have challenging conversations and decisions this year. 

 

Other SIP priorities have been discussed fully at Curriculum Committee and 

reported back appropriately. 

  

5 6 

SEF Update 

AB will update with governors based on discussions taken place and will bring it 

to FGB. It will be shared with JT and PA initially. 

  

5 7 
EYFS – all governors had headteacher information. This has been questioned at 

Committee level.  
  

5 8 Governors accepted the headteacher’s report and thanked AB.   

6  Data   

6 1 

All data has been discussed at length at Curriculum Committee.  

Information is only just been received so was tabled at the meeting.  

Early Years Foundation Stage - 72 % achieved good level which is above 

national of last year - not as much as ours last year - progress is good or rapid 

for every child. No child typical progress.  

Governor question - Do we know how we compared locally? - SH  

AB advised that we did not know yet but comparisons can be drawn from last 

year’s data as the method of recording has not changed for this area.   

  

6 2 

Phonics check 

Year 1 

8 attained 2 didn't - 1 has had significant medical needs over year and the 

other child was expected to pass but didn’t - 1 mark away - both should pass 

retest next year. This equates to 80% achieving but it is not known how this will 

compare nationally. 

Yr 2 retest - child who has been in school for the entire time attained it – the 

other is very new to school only attending for 6 days - didn't achieve it.  

  

6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KS1  

Maths - 2 children very close did not achieve 

Writing – 4 children did not achieve - one was not expected to achieve and 

other 3 have not met the standard in handwriting. Governors were reminded it 

is a ‘secure fit’ exercise and not best fit anymore. Governors acknowledged that 

this is an area we need to focus on next year. 

Governor question – Is there a reason why writing is below maths and reading? 

AB advised that we need to focus on fine and gross motor control as part of 

handwriting focus. This must be included in next year's SIP. 

Governor question - Does leap for life help? – CH 

AB advised that she feels this and other strategies ie fun fit it does but does not 

go far enough and more is required.   

 

 

  



6 4 KS2  

We are at or above national in everything.  

AB advised govs that she has asked for a remark is the reading papers for 

several children. She explained that she felt the marking for this paper was of 

poor quality and may push one or two children into the next boundary.  

 

AB advised that looking at the first statistical release - Reading is clearly 

showing as a strength.  

Our average score 104.9 - AB thinks it should be higher - sent off 9 for 

remarking.  

We may get 100% in Reading if a point for one child is accepted. 

Governor question – have you (AB) spoken to other schools? Are they in a 

similar position? 

AB advised that she knows other local schools have also sent off for remarking. 

There are other schools in 90s. 

Governor question – What are you telling parents? – CH 

AB advised governors that she will write to parents and let them know if their 

child is affected or not.  

  

Governors acknowledged that it has been highlighted nationally that it may be 

that data differs for schools that have been moderated and for those who have 

not. Offwell moderated any with borderline children with another local head 

and all staff attended Babcock led moderation half termly.  

 

National % achieve reading, writing and maths - 53% for us 64.3% 

Floor standard is 65% - we can't have 65 because of our numbers. If the child 

attained Reading once the paper has been remarked this could put us to 71.4%. 

 

Governor question – As maths is weaker than Reading, what could we do about 

it? - SH  

AB advised that this has been discussed at Curriculum Committee and in staff 

meeting. It is down to basic core skills. 

Last year there was a focus on reasoning and this has improved a lot since then.  

 

The Pupil Premium child in Year 6 achieved all subjects including greater depth 

in Writing.  

6 5 

Are next year’s Year 2 children likely to sit GAPs at KS1 next year – SH 

(this was cancelled due to the paper being published) 

AB advised that everything has been unique this year. We should be told  by 

September what arrangements for the tests there will be in 2017.  

 

A discussion took place about the Shang Hi method of teaching maths which is 

very topical at the moment. AB advised that this has been discussed in staff 

meeting - government investing a lot of money in it - watch this space. 

CH comment – it is all about slower learning and core skills and not rushing 

through.  

AB said it is a certain style of learning – there are things that we can learn from 

it as well as from our KS1 and KS2 SATS data. 

  

Governors acknowledged that there will be a different staffing team next year 

in both Year 2 and Year 6 and extra support will be required.  

  



6 6 

Other year groups data headlines -  

CT went through a table showing achievements for children in Years 3,4 and 5. 

He reminded governors that there is a 2 year programme for Reading and 

Writing so children in years 3 and 5 will not be expected to achieve at the end 

of those years in R & W. 

  

7  
SIP 

New Priorities 2016/2017 
  

7 1 

Initial ideas/suggestions were shared with governors:  

1.  Effectiveness of Leadership and Management 

• To maintain and improve our effective partnerships with other schools 

to share and develop outstanding practice across our school and 

beyond. 

• To actively promote the school and Nursery  with the aim to increase 

numbers (July 2016: school = 80; Nursery = 11). To research and 

consider whether the FSU will open to 2 year olds when funding is 

available to vulnerable families in Sept 2017 

• To develop an effective devolved leadership  across 3 areas of learning 

to improve ‘subject leadership’ across the school, which impacts 

significantly to improve standards and outcomes for children 

 

2.  Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment 

• To ensure at least good and majority outstanding quality first teaching 

across the school following changes in teacher roles and teaching 

teams across KS1 and KS2. 

• To improve fluency of handwriting and presentation of vulnerable 

children to improve attainment in Writing at KS1. 

• To improve fluency of core skills in maths at KS2 and use our high 

standards of reading  to better enable children to solve challenging 

word problems.   

• Development of high quality outdoor learning provision for KS1, 

ensuring improved gross and fine motor control for all children at KS1. 

 

3.  Outcomes for children  

• Vulnerable children make progress to close the gap by the end of KS2 

and are on target to achieve ARE (Age Related Expectations) or better. 

(Listed on reverse and in Action Plan) 

• Governors will review and add to this section once more information 

about KS1 and KS2 national attainment and progress data is available. 

 

4.  EYFS 

• All children make at least typical progress and a significant majority 

make good or better progress from their starting point to the end of 

their EYFS YR.  (2015: 80% typical or better; 40% good or better 

progress; 2016 100% good or better progress). 

• Outstanding provision in our EYFS is shared with the new KS1 teaching 

team to further develop best practice. 

• Development of outside learning provision to include Mud Kitchen and 

Large construction play. 

 

 

AB explained the new idea for devolved leadership instead of subject 

leadership. All subjects would fall within one of three areas. On paper it would 

look like a  Venn Diagram as all areas would intertwine with others. The areas 

suggested are: 

  



1. Reasoning and logic 

2. Language literacy and communication 

3. Wellbeing 

 

In the middle would be AIM HIGH with Christian values. 

 

Governor comment – SH – This makes sense -  TAs could be used in different 

ways. 

Governors acknowledged that the plan would have to be flexible eg CT  may 

not be part of Wellbeing but he will still be responsible for planning CW 

themes.  

 

Governors approved saying they feel it will work well.  

 

AB asked governors if there was anything that they felt needed to be added to 

the new SIP. 

 

PV mentioned marking and feedback suggesting it come in number 2. 

AB advised that good evidence of this has been provided this year and will be 

rechecked throughout year. 

8  SIAMS   

8 1 SIAMS has been updated with committee   

9  Governor Visits   

9 1 
Gov visits all been reported. Governors acknowledged that they need to be 

triangulated in a different way next year. 
  

10   Governor Training   

10 1 

Multi Academy Trust - SH and AB attended meeting - nothing new was shared. 

Next step – AB, JD and PA will attend a meeting in Autumn term. 

The message is ‘You have to make the right decision for your school whether 

this is to go forward with a MAT or not do anything for the time being’. It was 

confirmed Offwell is still moving in direction of MAT status and this will be an 

agenda item for all FGB meetings for the foreseeable future. 

  

11  
Correspondence  

 
  

11 1 Devon Governor - distributed   

12  Dates of Meetings:   

12 1 Dates for next meetings -  Thursday, 22nd  Sept 5.15pm   

  The meeting finished at 6.45pm   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


